Saturday, October 04, 2014

2:17 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

10-4-14 'Baby Killer,"State of Energy: Enough Gas for 100
Years" "Exxon-Mobil CEO, Rex Tillerson!:" "Cop Killer + Baby
Killer" Verdict Guilty via Saint Jude Childrens Cancer (and
Birth defects) Hospital

Hippocampus - this is were my minds vision of Mary B is!
10-4-14 'BP oil "Baby Killers" "Exxon-Mobil CEO, Rex
Tillerson!:" "Cop Killer + Baby Killer" in a 1984 II Society and
the NY Times Front Page for Sunday 10-5-14...
Law enforcement officials believe they can capture accused
cop-killer Eric Frein by depriving him of food and starving
him out of his heavily-wooded hiding spot.
10-4-14 'BP oil "Baby Killers," + "007 Bond MD Women" when
the British decide to eradicate every Cancer + Disease world
wide at Mach 11, 12, 13, 14, 15.
10-4-14 'Baby Killer,"Exxon-Mobil CEO, Rex Tillerson! St. Jude
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10-4-14 'Baby Killer,"Exxon-Mobil CEO, Rex Tillerson! St. Jude
Childrens Cancer Hospital is the Judge + Jury the
executioners will be 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.
10-4-14 'BP oil "Baby Killers" "Exxon-Mobil CEO, Rex
Tillerson!:" "Cop Killer + Baby Killer" in a 1984 II Society and
the NY Times Front Page for Sunday 10-5-14...
10-4-14 'Baby Killer,"State of Energy: Enough Gas for 100
Years" By Brent Clanton. 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashed so far,
Clanton knows 1K fiery cop car crashes soon enough and he
will get more than a "Warning" about this after the coup for
writing for suppressing Childhood cancers + birth defects.
10-4-14 "07 Bond MD Women" when the British decide to
eradicate every Cancer + Disease world wide at Mach 11, 12,
13, 14, 15.
10-4-14 "07 Bond MD Women" when the British decide to
eradicate every Cancer + Disease world wide at Mach 11, 12,
13, 14, 15. Secret Spy Planes at Mach 8 cost $77 Trillion for
one! And the Mach 9 Pentagon Secret Spy plane is on the
assembly line that will never shut down for the eradication
every Cancer + Disease world wide at Mach 12.
10-4-14 'BP oil "Baby Killers" "Exxon-Mobil CEO, Rex
Tillerson!:" "Cop Killer + Baby Killer" in a 1984 II Society and
the NY Times Front Page for Sunday 10-5-14...
Today's New England Journal of Medicine the MD in our
1984 II Social Era and of course these MD's who wrote this...
have $7 Million or $77 Million in Swiss Banks from "Burn
Units" treating cops burned writing a ticket! Gov. perk for not
LEAKing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
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"H" fuel @ -254 C in the MD's futuristic Office is what Social
Era the Top Brass should have told these MD's to write about.
Not a Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era that caused several
cancers in a kid riding with mom + dad down the trillions
of hidden poisonous particles in the air. 3 out of 100K is still
3 with cancer or birth defects.
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10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touching opening to the film... 007 Bond
Girl, 007 Bond MD Women when the British decide to
eradicate every Cancer + Disease world wide at Mach 11.
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" Americans Inspired Hong Kong's
Protesters, America should inspire Hong Kong to eradicate
every Cancer + Disease world wide at Mach 11.

"Gone Girl + Gone to Hell... 15 billion people need this Boeing
Helicopter Combine to "Start" today! In the Boeing design
room!
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It burns free "H" fuel.
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touching opening to the film. "Gone
Money" Key West Navy is "Touched" by $777 Trillion "Gone
Money" to million Muslims streamed into a sprawling tent
city near Mecca $TODAY$. Pentagon pays their "Room and
Board" via $4 gas! Same 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators are
going to make 100 million American Citizens pay $25 to get
this years not free flu shot. CVS will not give any free flu shots
on orders from the Top Brass! "The New Truman Medical" 540
Truman Key West. Stephanie Gallaher ARNP, will get a
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Truman Key West. Stephanie Gallaher ARNP, will get a
"Windfall" from the 100 million who will pay her $25 for a
flu shot. Bush did the math, how much is Stephanie's
"$WindFall" and it was given to her by the Pentagon, sort of
same as the millions in Mecca today! No, Greg LoveStars will
not pay, let the "Observer" watch the next move in this game
of "52 Pick-Up" Nearby Stars and MD women who could live
with a "Free" Medicare for all Americans when 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat confiscate $777 Trillion from the millions
streaming into Mecca Today!

10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touching opening to the film... primal
questions of a marriage: God! Killing your wife... somewhat
over-the-top Amy killing someone, and the movie didn't get
a page written on this in the primal questions of marriage
because No MD women were asked about the Character Amy!
"Gone Girl's" "War + Peace" today's marriage news we have to
add "War + Peace + Universe full of Aliens. Possibly at every
star in the Universe!
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" iAppDetectivesElite + Genius for crime
prevention, this is NOT Neighborhood Watch signs! But Navy
Fighter Jets State of the Arts shooting down the criminals.
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" iAppDetectivesElite + Genius when they
use a super computer to out wit Cold hearted "Bad People"
before they sucker punch women at the gas station in Miami!
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" Americans Inspired Hong Kong's
Protesters, America should inspire Hong Kong to eradicate
every Cancer + Disease world wide at Mach 11.
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touching opening to the film... first-rate
Detectives Boney and Gilpin spin off for "Stupid Criminals" is
a new iAppDetectivesElite + Genius Ones! Los Alamos $1
Trillion in new super computers can out wit "Cold Cases" +
Cold hearted "Bad People" who in the Movie "Gone Girls"
stage a Motel Hold Up when $50K in cash falls out of Amy
Elliott-Dunne's money belt playing miniature golf.
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10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touched "Marriage knowledge" or as I
would say Marriage Literacy. Illiterate In Marriage is
becoming more and more specialized and subspecialized...
Legal Polygamous Marriage with MD women is not "Speed
Dating" current conversations about each other but telling
each other their best inventions + Discoveries. Signing up for
the Hemingway House Writing Classes that puts a Invention
Project in every chapter... this Writing Class is in the iCloud
as Apple has a iApp 10 or more people can write a Futuristic
Hemingway Novel... "To Have Have Not" about the "Gravity
Engine" and Boeing's poison Jet Engine exhaust that gives 3
kids out of 100,000 a cancer or birth defect.
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touched Medical knowledge is becoming
more and more specialized and subspecialized,” said Peter
Jokl ’64 MED ’68, professor of orthopaedics and
rehabilitation at the Yale School of Medicine. “Even if you
look at orthopaedics at Yale, we have probably six or seven
subspecialties in orthopedics. For the bewildering array of
people that need to work together, putting them in one
institute is a huge step forward in giving the patient the
optimum care.”

10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touching... Sela Ward as a cable TV host
and Missi Pyle as a not-at-all subtle stand-in for Nancy
Grace. Touching the Observers who watch Nancy Grace as I
use to. Nancy Grace is a suspect, I suspect Nancy Grace has
$77 million in a Secret Swiss Bank from BP Oil + the
Pentagon guys who gave $777 Trillion to Mecca!
10-3-14 "Gone Girl" touching... conclusion of the film would
have played better if it had emphasized the implicit black
"OJ" comedy rather than the (by this point, somewhat overthe-top) creepiness. Amy Elliott-Dunne clone's "OJ's" bloody
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the-top) creepiness. Amy Elliott-Dunne clone's "OJ's" bloody
crime scene pictures of Nicole over the top amount of blood
as she "cuts his throat" when he would have given her a
million dollar a month allowance to play the role model
wife!
Soul-Mates a lot more Realistic with nearby stars "Invented"
to shine for the next 4 Trillion Years...

Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in
iPhone007s for everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for
everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick
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everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick
up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!
Marriott International Inc. (MAR) was fined $600,000 by the
U.S. Federal Communications Commission for blocking hotel
customers from connecting to the Internet on personal Wi -Fi
networks in order to force them to pay for the hotel's
networks.
10-2-14 Red Dwarf and a Flare star's... MECCA, Saudi
Arabia - Saudi Arabia sought to assure the public that the
kingdom was safe and free of health (Yes we know they have
free health care!) scares as an estimated 2 million Muslims
streamed into a sprawling tent city near Mecca on Thursday
for the start of the annual Islamic hajj - The Kingdom is not
free $$$ and safe as the Pentagon gave Mecca $777 Trillion
and the Pentagon can take back $777 trillion, grin!
10-2-14 Red Dwarf and a Flare star's... Greg Lovestar's Flare
for Star Travel + Breast Cancer Rx Cure!
A Flare star's iApp for "advanced retinitis pigmentosa" will
get a new treatment at WARP 11 compared to the speed new
advances for "advanced retinitis pigmentosa" comes out
today even with Berkeley #1 but not really as they only use
10% of their Brain as in the movie "Lucy" which I watched 4
times and got 4 invention projects from watching this 10% of
your brain is all you use. Or maybe the BOSS at Berkeley Labs
should be sent back to China, grin!
10-2-14 Red Dwarf and a Flare star's... Greg Lovestar's Flare
for Star Travel + Breast Cancer Rx Cure!

10-2-14 Greg Lovestar's Flare Rx Cure for melanoma is 1,010
SUV sun screen. Half a century ago 1980 the Pentagons
advanced research needed a "sun screen" and Hell No We
Won't Go... Bill + Melinda Gates know about Lovestars
invention project and refused the Win 8.2 fix. Which would
have had this invention Project pre-loaded. Bill + Melinda
are Mass Murderers! In the World Community! In the
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are Mass Murderers! In the World Community! In the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era for Sure! A century's worth of
cultural and historical forces have contributed to the rise in
the incidence of melanoma, including changes in fashion
and clothing design, according to an intriguing,
retrospective research study conducted by investigators in
the Ronald O. Perelman Department of Dermatology at NYU
Langone Medical Center. Their findings are the subject of a
report, "More Skin, More Sun, More Tan, More Melanoma," in
the October 6, 2014 issue of the American Journal of Public
Health. The authors surmised that early diagnosis and
improved reporting practices do not fully account for the
steady rise in cases of melanoma. They set out to explore
extenuating factors that may also have contributed to the
increase in reported cases in the U.S. Led by David Polsky,
MD, PhD, Alfred W. Kopf, MD Professor of Dermatologic
Oncology in the Ronald O. Perelman Department of
Dermatology at NYU.
10-2-14 Red Dwarf and a Flare star's... 800 Fiery Cop Cars in
Lovestar's autobiography will have Dramatic Scenes from
Bush "Fire Bombing Cop Cars" holding the King of Saudi
Arabia's hand... in one hand and Cheney's Heart in the
other hand!
10-2-14 Media Start-Up Inventor Greg Buell Lovestars is most
excited about Invention Projects light years from the
Harvard innovation Labs. Lovestars success hinges upon
whether millenials + George Buchner’s “Danton’s Death” play
subtitle Dramatic Scenes from France's reign of terror...
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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